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The Purpose of this Study.-This inquiry into delinquency among
Negro girls in the city of Atlanta was undertaken with the hope that two
aims might be accomplished: First, a fair and impartial statement of exist¬
ing conditions surrounding the delinquent Negro girls in the city of Atlanta;
that is, what is being done to help the Negro delinquent girl to regain her
normal place in the community and make her a social asset rather than a
social liability; second, the distinguishing characteristics, if there are
any, of the Negro girl delinquent.
The Problem.*The problem has been to interview and study in as
thorough a manner as possible the Negro girl delinquent. The investigator
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studied thoroughly the cases of fifty delinquent girls. In addition,
fifty non-delinquent girls were studied as a control group. In setting
forth the results studied in this control group, we emphasized the
points essential to the prevention of delinquency. This was done in
order that delinquency might be brought out in bold relief. The delinquent
girls ranged in age from fifteen to twenty-five years. All of these girls
were, at the time of the interview, under arrest and were being detained at
the station house on Decatur Street in the city of Atlanta, The girls had
IWilliam Healy, The Individual Delinquent, Boston: Little, Brown, and
Company, 1915, p, 43, '^In any given situation there is apt to be some cal¬
culation of the number of individuals that ought to be seen. No one can plan
out work upon this basis. The proper question is, what number can be compe¬
tently studied, and that can only be determined as the work advances in any
given field. It is argued in some quarters that even superficial study will
help out of the mess that results from undiscriminating judgments and treat¬
ments, This contention is undoubtedly true, and is inspired by a practical
situation that must be met. On the other hand, it is Indubitably a fact, as
was suggested to me by keen thinkers at the inception of our own work, that
to study a dozen cases of varying type, with a thoroughness that shall lead
to scientific understanding of the bases of conduct, is to make a far greater
contribution than to have studied a thousand superficially,”'
1
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been arrested by a uniformed policeman in the majority of cases. Only in
three instances were the girls arrested by plain clothed detectives. And
in each, of these three cases the charge was murder. These girls are brought
in and ’’booked'" by a Negro matron. The girls* cases may come before the
court the following day, or several days may elapse before they are tried.
If the offense is one which comes under the jurisdiction of the police or
municipal court, the girl is tried, sentenced, or dismissed. If the of¬
fense is one over which the court does not have jurisdiction, the girl is
given a preliminary hearing and bound over to a higher court; or in case
of a murder charge, she is bound over to the grand jury. There are no jury
trials in the police court of Atlanta,
The fifty non-delinquent girls were students of Booker T, Washing¬
ton High School in Atlanta, This school is the one and only Negro senior
high school supported entirely by public funds. The enrollment for the
semester during which this study was made was 2,953, The students range in
age from eleven to twenty-five years. The fifty interviewed in this study
were a random-sample ranging in age from fifteen to twenty-five years.
The aim of the writer throughout this study has been that of inquiry,
inquiry in the sense of an effort to ascertain the facts. The facts con¬
cerning delinquency among Negro girls in Atlanta are, in the estimation of
the writer, unknown. As far as the investigator.knows, such a study as this
has never before been made in this city. If a picture is drawn, or a mental
visualization created, rather than verification or generalization concerning
causation, the author’s aim and purpose will have been accomplished. It is
desired that the portrayal of factors and facts as set forth in this study
will reveal to the reader the basic picture of the existing conditions which
have lead, and still are leading, far too large a number of Negro girls into
delinquency.
It captivates one’s interest and attention to become cognizant
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of the fact that the investigator disoovered three murderesses among the
fifty delinquent interviewed, ^ Murder usually is a rare offenseamong young
delinquents, but it scarcely could be considered rare among this group.
And, if all of the attempted murders were recorded, the picture would be
even more xmusual.
Limitations of Study,"In this study an attempt was made to secure
as much information as possible regarding the personal and environmental
histories of the girls. Physical and medical facts have been almost entire¬
ly disregarded, since the conditions of our inquiry have been such as to
make impossible the securing of practically any medical data. Although the
investigator recognized this handicap as unfortunate, it seemed preferable to
have the study incomplete in this direction rather than not at all.
It has also been impossible to determine whether the delinquent
girls studied were psychologically different from non-delinquents. To the
writer’s knowledge, there are no clinics available in connection with the crim¬
inal machinery of Atlanta,
There was an utter absence of rational sociological treatment of
the Negro girl delinquent. One cannot help but see and feel the foregone
conclusion that Negro girls are "inherently,” "naturally,” delinquent.
They are not expected to be otherwise. The idea pemeates the entire at¬
mosphere that the Negro girl is just delinquent, nothing can be done to
prevent it, if so it would be useless, she is hopeless,—we will get what
benefit we can from her labor, and just tolerate her.
The general consensus of opinion is that there is an urgent need
for the study of delinquency among Negro girls in Atlanta in order to
establish the necessity for a detention home, or other institutions for the
care, safeguarding, and rebuilding of Negro girl delinquents. There is a
growing appreciation of the cost in lost usefulness, disease, as well as
the economic loss due to the widespread presence of delinquency. Yet no one
seems sufficiently interested in the Negro girl delinquent to agitate for
1, It is pertinent to state at -tkis time that all of the delinquents here dis-
cussed were arrested between December, 1932, and April, 1933,
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ade^uats facilities for remedyins this extraordinarily terrifying, fearful
situation. The need is glaringly apparent. Something should and must be
done. The situation among Negro girls in this study has only been touched,
and when touched, only in spots. The situation is alarming.
The handling of delinquents should be delegated to intelligent
people. These people should be capable of understanding a Negro girl de¬
linquent as a hiunan being with the same possibilities and potentialities as
any other human being. The limitations of constructive reformation must be
recognized.
The present place of detention does not permit even a semblance
of an opportunity for a semi-private conference or interview. Yet in the
face of these limitations, it has appeared desirable to present, in consider¬
able detail, the results of our investigation, in order that this may be
accessible at such time in the future as more complete data concerning the
delinquent Negro girl m^ be available.
lifethods of Study and Analysis.-The methods of study may be divided
into methods of Investigation (case history method), and various methods of
analysis of results.
As complete a case history as possible was secured from each girl.
This case history contained such Information as name, aliases, date of ar¬
rest, age, place of birth, religion, marital condition, residences and ad¬
dresses in chronological order; family history, name, age, birthplace, oc¬
cupation, education of father, mother, siblings, husband, chiLiren, and
other relatives in the city; institutional record of family, home conditions
during childhood and adolescence, education, employment history, previous
court record of delinquency in chronological order, sex history, health,
recreational opportunities, and details of the offense for which she is
at present detained.
The case history method assumes that within the individiial is a
complete history of her life and personality. The problem is to secure this
this
history. The writer found that there was no cut and dried method for obtaining
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material. The questions as worked out in the questionnaire were almost use¬
less without adaptation to individual peculiarities. However, a uniform
booklet containing reminders of information desired, and a systematized
method of recording were used. A personal opinion and descripbion of each
girl was kept separate.
An effort y/as made to make the girl feel at ease—free to talk
of her own free will. There was no coercion. The girl was Informed that
if she did not y/ish to answer questions, she was absolutely under no obliga¬
tion or compulsion to do so. The investigator attempted to manifest an
unexpressed understanding and appreciation of the girl in order to acqtiire
the main facts of importance concerning her, to influence her to make true
statements, and to draw satisfactory conclusions as to the trustworthiness
and reliability of the facts.
Definition of Terms.-The definition of delinquency as provided in
the Children's Court Act of the City of New York is as folloy/s:
The words 'delinquent child' shall mean a child over seven
and under sixteen years of age (a) who violates any law of this
state or any law or ordinance of the city of New York or who com¬
mits any act which if committed by an adult would be an offense
punishable otherwise than by death or life imprlsonmentj (b) who
is Incorrigible, ungovernable or habitally disobedient and be¬
yond the control of his parents, guardian, custodian or other
lawful authority; (c) v/ho is habitually truant; (d) v;ho, without
just cause and v/ithout consent of his parent, guardian or other
custodian, deserts his home or place of abode; (e) y;ho engages in
any occupation which is in violation of the law; (f) who begs or
v/ho solicits alms or money in public places; (g) who associates
with immoral or vicious persons; (h) who frequents any place the
maintenance of vjhich is in violation of law; (i) who habitually
uses obscene or profane langua.ge; or (j) who so deports himself
as wilfully to injure or endanger the morals or health of himself
or others.
'Juvenile Delinquency' is the commission by a child over
seven and under the age of sixteen years of any of the offense'^
enumerated in the foregoing definition of a delinquent chill.
The term delinquency has been used in this study to cover the
following offenses: Fighting, quarreling, cutting, stabbing, drunkenness,
stealing, congregating on the street, selling whiskey, disorderly conduct,
receiving stolen goods, occupant of a disorderly house, destruction of
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property, ocoupant of a dive, assault, overcrowding in a house, late hours,
running away from home, desertion of husband, and murder* (See TABLE VIII*)
The investigator is aware of the fact that any offense against the law is leg¬
ally and technically a crime, that the person guilty of committing a crime is a
criminalj yet since the major part of the group studied are not guilty of
the most serious offenses, the writer like other investigators, lias preferred to
call them delinquents* Thewe girls arrested as "bccupants of a dive,”
’’dirunk on the streets,” "disturbing the public peace,”' "'obstructing the
streets," "idling and loitering,” for "disorderly conduct” are not criminals
in the true sense of the word*
The The study is of importance because the investigator does not feel
that the conditions discovered are duplicated in very many, if any, cities
of the size of Atlanta north of the Mason and Dixon linej and especially
because of the urgent, unmistakable need of a corrective institution for
delinquent Negro girls in Georgia*
Station House*-The station house, as the Jail is referred to
by both the officials and laity, is located a few blocks from Five Points
(one of the centers of business and commercial interests in Atlanta) on
Decatur Street* It is on a street which is and has been notorious in the
history of Atlanta* Decatur Street after two blocks from Five points is
Just a series of pawn shops, money-to-loan shops, cheap eating houses
(some marked "for colored"), cheap Jemsh merchants, squalid grocery and
meat markets, barber shops, and the cheapest of the cheap rooming houses*
There is one theater named merely "81”' with a large sign Just inside on
which is printed "Positively no white person allowed in this theater*"'
The station house has all the appearances and appendages of extreme
age. The following is an excerpt from the Report of the Atlanta Police
Department for 1931 contained in a letter to the "Honorable Police Committee
of Council"' and written by Chief of Police, J* L* Beavers* It is dated
December 31, 1931* "A modern station house building is very badly needed
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Tha prasezrb building was erected in 1892 at a time when the city had only a
fourth of its present population; and while it may have been thought that
adequate provision had been made for future growth, the city has increased
in population to such an extent that the building is now entirely inadequate.
It is in a badly dilapids-ted condition, and the conditions under v;hioh
prisoners are housed are nothing short of disgraceful. I most earnestly
urge that this matter be given serious consideration.” The station house is old,
dilapidated, unsanitary, dirty, vermin filled, filthy. The quarters set
aside for the use of Negroes consist of a small room, perhaps four by six
feet, for the use of the matron. There are two rooms of approximately similar
size furnished with two three-q\mrter beds each for inmates; and anotherroom
about ten by twelve feet "equipped” with a few old chairs euad benches.
There is also a cell room of throe of the filthiest, dark, foul smelling
cells imaginable. The plumbing system is aged and out of order. "All”
of the above is for the use of Negro women and girls and is within a few
feet of the judge* s bench. The Negro men are detained in qtiarters located
in the basement.
The investigator had no way of measuring the demoralization of the girls
from a confinement in the station house. There is absolutely no effort made to
minimize its evils. The murderess, the pick-pocket, the prostitute, the
insane, the dinnikard, the aged, and the innocent occupant of an automobile
involved in a wreck with another automobile containing white persons, and
small children two and three years of age accompanying their mothers are
all juddled, herded, and crowded together. One mother with a three months
old baby was detained in the jail and a grandmother was found bringing a
throe weeks old baby to be nursed by an inmate. The violent, menacing in¬
sane, and the raging drunken persons are looked in the cells. There is ab¬
solutely no other attempt at separation. General decency moans merely
refraining from the loud use of vile, vulgar and profane language.
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The investigator is aware of the fact that municipal and police
covirts in most large cities do not compare in restraint and dignity v;ith
other courts. But this court is esi)ecialiy lacking in dignity. Uncouth
only inadequately describes the judge and other attendants. As an example,
this remark coming from the judge was heard while attending one of the ses¬
sions of the court: "John keep them niggers and white folks separatedi" The
following names for individuals were called ly the judge and permitted to
be recorded into the covirt records; "Chilly Wind," "Tree-Top-Tall," "T.B.,"
"Spark Plug," "Puss," "Star Belly," "Possum," and "True Story."
Whatever was done in the case was necessarily done with little
or no relation to the girl's history or surroimdings. Seemingly everything
depended on the feeling of the judge. "Susie, what you doin' har?" "Drunk
on the streets?" "Guilty?" "Seven dollars, ten days." "Go back." "What
in the world's a matter y/ith your head? You and your "brother-in-law fight¬
ing? Better try you this afternoon at two-thirty." "Go back." "John put
them niggers back."
A Day in Recorder Cone's Court"Listen to the roll call." A
long list of names is called and the owners as a group come before the judge.
"Where'd you get that liquor?" "You? You? and You?" "Don't know whose
'ty;as judge." "Long or short fellow?" "Don't know?" "Fort Street bound."
"Seven dollars or ten days." "Coon-town parade gone. Here comes the headache
parade." "How is the headache brigade?" "All those who have a bad headache
hold up their hands." Roll Call. "When were you down here the last time?"
"The first time you been here," "How do you like this hotel?" Where do you
work?" "Where do you live." "Yes you've been down here before—come clean
now. When they don't come clean with me, I double up on them. I am going
to hold your card out, and send down to the office and look up your record.
If I win, I am going to double up on you. I'll give you the benefit of the
^arch 6, 1933.
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doubt. When’s the last time 70U been down here?" "September 26." "How come
you remember the date so well?" "What?" "Your birthday?" "A man ought to be
able to celebrate on his birthday. I am going to turn you loose. Don’t you
come back down here now, hear?" "Last but not least. What you got to say?"
"Oh, here's another. Guilty or not guilty?" "Gxiiltyl" "Seven dollars or ten
days." "Sentence suspended." "Go home and nurse that eye. Pretty bad eye
you got there." "Now you." "Beauty of this hotel is you don’t have to pay
for accommodations. Just a country man come to town. I’m a country man ny-
self. Now, I am going to send you back. When you come to town next time,
I want you to stay out of this hotel." (side audible conversation with
another court official) "You knoy/ that black nigger about 70 years old?
Lousy as a pet pig, and that big yellow nigger sent him to be de-loused."
Another Day in Court^-The court room is not crov/ded this morning
(Wednesday). However, where the investigator is sitting, there is neither
room to be comfortable nor room to turn in order to adjust one's self.
Lean, long, tall, scrawny Negroes; short, fat, squatty, greasy Negroes;
large, fat, tall, yellovy-eyed, sad, distressed looking Negroes are huddled
together near the door—sitting on straight wooden .benches reserved for
their use. The women sit with stocking legs on their heads, lower lips
bulged out with snuff, waist aprons tied over their faded already soiled
dresses, no stockings or twisted dirty ones inside of boudoir slippers or
run-over heeled or no-heeled slippers. The tyro sections allotted the vrhites
are only sparsely occupied by crouching, overalled, stringy haired, dirty
looking, peering, personages. The judge is already seated on the bench.
Rapl Rap! Rap! A mumbling follows which every one understands as the sig¬
nal for the convening of the court, "Will Alexander? Will Alexander? All
^ay 3, 1933
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those down heah for the Will Alexander case, come on up heah. Come on up
heahl Come on up heah boy. You ain’t the boy. Come on up heahl This
ain't the boy yet, Heah, heah, stand right har'. Raise yoiir right hand.
Will Alexander, J, T. Moore, Albert Jameson, Thomas Young, Will, you charged
with stealing parts off a automobile. Got anything'to say for yo’self?"
"Now, Judge, it was just this way, I tell you the truth with ny right hand
to God, I tell y' no lie,"..."Cain't heah no more of all that. Get down
from heah," After the witnesses and offender have been cleared away, the
judge consults his "committee" and the offender is called back and informed
of the decision.
The court records are of the most meagre type. The matron keeps
a book similar in appearance to a cash book, where the name, address, age,
offense, and disposition of each case are scrawled in only fairly legible
and many times illegible writing. The terra disorderly conduct is used to
cover most any offense except murder.
It was impossible to interview even summarily the court officials.
There xias apparently no knowledge or appreciation'of sociological re¬
search. No interest whatsoever was manifested in what the investigator was
doing. The coiirt officials impressed one with their utter lack of knowledge
of, and hence use of, even the simplest and most widely known principles of
criminology. The need of socially minded, at least in the absence of
socially trained, court officials was very apparent. Had the need been sup¬
plied, the dilapidated building might have been compensated for in some
measure, but never wholly,
"Justice" is being dispensed in the same way it has 'been administer¬
ed for many years. The keeping of any sort of social case records or social
histories is totally unknown. There is absolutely no sociological investi¬
gation, YJhat investigation is made,is for the purpose of securing evidence
for conviction.
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Girls are again anl again released. No constructive work of
any kind Is being done In behalf of Negro girl dellniuents detained at
the station house. There Is no probation system, no suspended sentences
In the true sense of the word, no follow-up v.ork. The Investigator was
Informed that there had been at one time a Negro probation officer. An
attempt was made to locate her records, but Individuals acquainted with
her work Informed us their location would not benefit us, since her "case
load" v/as so heavy (she was without stenographic assistance most of the
time, and when she had It, the service was Inadequate ) her records of
necessity amoiinted to filled out complsilnt cards.
Women of forty-five years, thirty-five years, et cetera, are
In the station house. They have been coming so long they do not remember
how many times they have come or when they first came. "Oh, I'se about
thirteen or fourteen. I’se wasn’t so very old. I telly’ I jest can’t ’member.
Lord, chile, that’s been sech a long time ago." "Forty-’leven times I
reckon I’se been here. I’se ain’t goln’ to come back heah anymo’, honest
I’se ain’t. I’se goln’ to try to stay way from heah. If I kin." "Lawd's
knows for the sake a dls chile, I’se ain’t comln back heah."
The police coxirt had jurisdiction over most of the offenses for
which these girls were held. Girls who are arrested are placed in the
station house, tried by the police judge, and If convicted, are fined, sent
tp- the stockade, chain gang, et cetera. If iinable to pay the fine, the
girl may "yirork it out" at the rate of fifty cents a day. While the fine is
being labored for, she may even be permitted to go home nights. Should she
fail to return, she may be sent for. However, in most Instances the judge
is so sure she will return, he merely patiently awaits it. When she returns,
which she does In an alarming number of instances, the punishment meted out
is automatically increased.
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The purpose of the present study may be re-stated as an attempt
to furnish a working and more or less trustworthy basis for the conoeptions
regarding delinquent Negro girls through an investigation concerning the
distinguishing characteristics of girls arrested for serious crimes or minor
offenses in the city of Atlainta. It has been our object neither to defend
any specific thesis nor to combat established ideas regarding the character¬
istics of these girls. The investigator has merely aimed to determine, so
far as possible, the facts.
From the standpoint of the psychologist, age depends more upon
the maturity of mental processes than upon the month, day and year of birth.
According to this method of ascertaining age, an individual might be any
chronological age and yet not have a mental age equivalent to the chrono¬
logical age, llhile the writer recognizes the value of such a classification,
and especially its usefulness in dealing with delinquency and crime, due to
our lack of psychological examinations and other prerequisites, the chrono¬
logical age alone was used in this study. The average age of the delinquent
group studied was twenty and one-fifth years.
In studying delinquency in a group of this age, the facts
desired are recent, clear, EuuJ^ore easily recalled by the offender. Facts
concerning her birth, the early history of herself and family, her economic,
cultural and ethical surroundings, her early attitudes, training, and de¬
linquencies are still vivid in her memory. At this age, there is less
rationalization as to motive, or rationalizations created to hide, dim,
blur or envelope the facts; a lesser number of details to study, examine,
analyze, and account for. The young girl is less on the defensive, more open
and frank, more willing, and less secretive.
In the city of Atlanta, according to the figures published in
the report of The Atlanta Police Department, there were 1,008 Negro girls
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one as compared with three hundred
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»n(^ sixty-four white girls of the same age arrested in 1930. There were
1,488 Negro girls between the ages of twenty—one and thirty years arrested
dijring this same period as compared v/ith nine hundred and sixty-seven
white girls between the ages of twenty-one and thirty years. In these
two age groups there were 2,496 Negro females as compared with 1,331 white
feiaales. ( See TABLES I-IV. TABLES V-VII give figures for 1931.) The
white population of Atlanta as given by the 1930 censvis is 180,247, and
the Negro population is 90,075,^
^U.S, Census 1930 (Forty-four members of other races have been subtracted
from the total number given in the census figures.)
CE/iPTER II
ILLUSTEATIYE CASES*
The investigator found an alarming ntunber of ignoirant, legally
and socially helpless girls in the station house, who have committed no
crime. The only reason the writer could infer for their arrest was economic
gain, either through payment of fines or use of their labor. It seemed as
if the chances for getting arrested wero far greater than those of not get¬
ting arrested. Even when innocent, apparently, there was no opportunity to
defend oneself unless the expense of hiring a lawyer was incurred. In the
cases observed by the writer, there was an absolute refusal on the part of
the judge to even listen. In many cases, neither time nor opportvinity was
given to state the true situation. If the opportunity was created by force,
extra time or increased fine was meted out as payment for "contempt of
court" or just plain "impudence." Throughout the court procedure, the right
to prove one(s innocence was withheld. The girls were assumed guilty
rather than assumed innocent until they were proven guilty or guilt was
admitted. If one were arrested, guilty, or not guilty, a fine had to bo
paid or time served.
Case 1.-Bertha aged twenty years, single, father in Detroit,
Michigan, mother dead, no relatives in Atlanta with the exception of a
brother and a sister. She w; s born in Columbus, Georgia, and has lived in
Atlanta for fifteen years. She lives with an aunt-in-law and uncle-in-law in
a double tenement house of four rooms. She pays one dollar and fifty cents a
week for her room.
At the age of six years she started to school and she left school at
the ago of fifteen years, when in the sixth grade, because she decided she
would rather work to secure the necessities of life which her aunt and
♦The presentation of those cases follows no formal logical order. The names used




lancle without assistance were unable to give her. She has a splendid work
record, having had only two jobs in the past five years. She left the
first job because she was offered higher wages by the second. She has
never made over six dollars per week. She has never been arrested before
and no other member of her family, to her knowledge, has ever been arrested.
On this occasion she was returning home from the grocery store. She noticed
a girl whom she knew sitting on a porch. The girl called her. She stopped
to ”chat" in front of this house, in which she had never been. While talk¬
ing, a police squadron car drove up. The other girl ranj she was too sur¬
prised to run. The officers arrested her, and when she attempted to ex¬
plain, she was slapped, hit with a stick and cursed. The officers searched
the house and found two men and some whiskey. Bertha was booked on the
charge of occujylng a dive (She was sitting on the steps and had never been
inside.), and fined twelve dollars or twenty days. Bertha has no one to
pay her fine. She has never earned more than enough to live on. Therefore,
she must serve twenty days in Atlanta’s stockade.
Case 2,-Emma was a nice appearing girl of twenty-one. She was
rather small and undeveloped. Height four feet and eleven inches, weight,
106 pounds. She was born in Atlanta. Her mother died when she was three
years of age. Her father gave her away to a non-relative, Emma never knew
arything about her father or his whereabouts until two years ago. She does
not remember ever living with her own father. She has an older sister,whom
she has not seen in ten years, and a brother, whom she has never seen. The
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foster father is about forty-eight years old and her foster mother was
thirty-nine years old when she died last August. Since her foster mother’s
death, she has been keeping house for her father (fost^er) and his two chil¬
dren, She does not know whether ary of her relatives have ever been arrested.
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Her foster parents maintained a harmonious home life and were never involved
in any difficulty, Emma was in the seventh grade when she left school at
the age of fifteen years to go to work to help support herself. She mar¬
ried a yoiing man three years her senior in 1926. She has two children,
both girls, seven and three years old. She has worked as maid at various
places and at present is employed as a polisher of silver by one of the
large department stores, Emma has no previous court record of delinquency.
She was on her way home when she met a group of young men and women she knew.
As the group passed a bridge on Decatiir Street, a policeman was seen flash¬
ing a light on the bridge. Some one in the group cursed the policeman ard
demanded that he take the light out of their faces. The entire group was
arrested and ceirried to the station house. Emma was fined seven dollars or
ten days. She will serve ten days because she met a group she knew and one
member was discourteous to a policeman.
Case 5.-Lulu Belle claims to be twenty-two years of age, but she
knows neither the month, day, nor year of her birth. She was born in Locust
Grove, Georgia, and came to Atlanta at the age of thirteen. Her parents
have been separated since she was a baty. She lived with her mother until
she was eleven years of age. Since then she has been working, making a liv¬
ing and supporting herself. Her father has never given one i)enny for her
support, nor does she ever remember living with him. She married at eleven
and has three children, ten, six and four years old. She, her husband, and
three children occupy two rooms for which a rent of $6.50 a month is paid.
She has been involved in two cubing affairs for which she served thirty
days each in the stockade. She has also paid two fines of $27 and $12 for
violation of the prohibition amendment. She was arrested this time as an
r%
occupant of a dive, '
Case 4.-Freda*3 mother was freed of a murder charge in 1929
(killed her husband). Freda was born in Buford, Georgia, and has lived in
1a house where v/hiskey is found is considered a dive. A dive is not necessarily
a disorderily house.
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Atlanta twelve 7ears of the twenty-one years of her life. She finished the
seventh grade of Booker T. Washington High School, Since then she has been
employed as a maid. She is always arrested for disorderly conduct. When
she was arrested the first time in 1922, she was released without punish¬
ment, probation, or supervision. She has since served four sentences in
the stockade, A group of thirteen girls and boys was arrested for dancing
on Sunday, She was a member of the group. All have been sentenced to ten
days in the stockade without a fine.
Case 5,-Rosa Lee was born in the vicinity of Augusta, Georgia,
twenty years ago. She has lived in Atlanta for five years. Her parents
were sharecroppers. Rosa is the thirteenth child in a family consisting of
eight girls and six boys. Her mother died when she was seven years old, i
After the death of the mother, the household duties were performed by the
children. At tte age of fifteen, Rosa was married. Her opportunities for
education have been very limited. She has attended school at intervals
since starting to school at the age of six years. Although she claims to
have reached the fifth grade, she reads very laboriously and only very
simple things. She does not recall ever reading a book for pleasure. Her
parents removed her from school for no particular reason. Since coming to
Atlanta she has been employed as cook, nurse, and maid. She has never re¬
ceived over eight dollars per week. She has not had any employment for two
years. She lives in a room for which she pays |3,50 every two weeks. Al¬
though she and her husband are separated, he pays her room rent and she
"anyway I can" secures her food. Occasionally her husband gives her money
for clothes.
Twice previously, Rosa Lee has been arrested. She was arrested
for disorderly conduct the first time, when she was arguing with a woman
from whom she was renting a room. The argument was about some money which
had been stolen from her. The second time her husband had her arrested for
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desertion. Her husband has out her with a razor three times in the last
three months. She has terrible razor cut scars on her face, neck, and
throat. She is at present detained for arguing with her husband in the
streets.
Case 6,-Gladys thinks she is eighteen years of ago. She knows
neither the month, day, nor year of her birth, and her knowledge of arith¬
metic is not s\ifficient to permit her to figure it out. Her mother died
when she was soTon months old, and her stepmother died in 1927, She has
been living alone in Atlanta since her father went to Chicago in 1929, At
first he sent money for her care, but after about a year ho stopped send¬
ing money. Now she does not even hear from him. Her delinquencies started
in 1930 when she was arrested for fighting another girl, for which offense she
served thirty days in the stockade. Since then she has boon arrested five
times for drxinkenness. She has been stabbed in the head and back with an
ice pick. She is now detained on a charge of suspicion. Detectives came
to her home, searched through dresser drawers, under beds, et cetera,
Vifhon her sister*s husband, with whom she lives, asked the detectives what
they were looking for, he was struck and told to shut up his d—-—mouth.
She, her sister and brother were arrested, but she still does not know what
for. She had been in the station house, when questioned, six days on a
charge of suspicion.
Case 7.-Carrie aged tv/eqty years, comes from a family in which
sex delinquencies have been prevalent in both parents. Her father has been
married twice and has lived in a state of common law marriage with two
other women to the knowledge of his daughter. At the time of the interview
with Oarrie, her father was ill'with gastritis in a Saint Louis hospital,
Carrie’s mother died a year ago. She was a very gay individual according
to her daughter, who seemed to have been in sympathy with her father rather
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than her mother. Her parents quarreled continuously over other men and
•women. Carries has been sexually delinquent since she was "twelve years
old. She has had "two miscarriages. She is a fairly well developed girl,
rather lean and wiry in appearance, weight 110 pounds, height five feet
fi"mo inches. She left school when she was in the sixth grade at fifteen
years of age. Her father took her to Saint Louis at that time and she
never returned to school, Carrie was very sloven in appearance, and dirty.
She has supported herself for the past four years by working as maid and
as a presser in various laimdries. She has never earned more than six dol¬
lars a week plus carfare. She is being held on a charge of suspicion.
Case 8,-Anna came to the station house to bring some toilet
articles for a friend and was locked up on a charge of suspicion. She has
been in the station house for a week already. Her friend was implicated in
sin affair resulting in the cutting of a white man by a Negro, The Negro ac¬
cused the white man of associating with this Negro woman, Anna has been
arrested pre-vlously, -twice for drunkenness and "twice for fighting. She
was born nineteen years ago on a farm in south Georgia, v^hich she left five
years ago because her father made her and her three brothers work so hard.
Her mother died in 1927,
Case 9,-Lula Marie is also in the station house on a charge of
suspicion, of what she does not know. She has never been arrested before.
She is nineteen years old and was born in Cordele, Georgia, Her father
deserted her mother and her when she vjas nine months old. She does not
e-men know where he is. She is an only child. She and her mother ha-ve lived
in Atlanta for eight years. They occupy "two rooms for which they pay a
rent of $7 per month. Her mother was arrested for fighting two years ago
and fined $11,
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Case 10.-Lena started to school when she was six years old, but
was taken out of school at the age of ten years to stay home with a younger
brother while the mother went away from home to work. At the age of twelve,
she also went to work as ntirsemald at a wage of two dollars and fifty cents
a week, Lena can neither read nor write. She was asked to read the large
headline of an Atlanta daily, which she was unable to do. She weighs ninety-
five pounds and is five feet five inches in height. At thirteen she was mar¬
ried and gave birth to her first child. She also has a girl aged three
years. Lena is frail, haggard and worn looking. She is taking treatment
at the Grady Hospital for a gynecological ailment. Her father died when
she was five years old. Her mother was employed smoothing sacks in a fer¬
tilizer plant, when she became afflicted with varicose veins. The veins
have bursted and have never healed, rendering the mother unable to walk
for the past two years. Lena now has the sole care of her mother as well
as the partial support of her own two children. This she is doing by wash¬
ing, ironing, and cleaning. She states that she has never enjcyed herself
in her life. Her sad, wan and forlorn countenance verifies her statement.
Some chickens which were reported to have been stolen were found loose in
her yard. She maintains that she knew nothing about them, did not know
they were in her yard until her attention was called to them by the police
department. She was fined seven dollars or ten days. The people for whom
Emma works paid the seven dollars and Emma will have to work to' repay them.
CHAPTER III
CAUSAL FACTORS
Envirprunent.-By environment in the broad sense, is understood
the sum-total of all the things and persons with whom an individual comes
in contact and who influence her conduct. It may be social or non-social.
Non-social environment includes all the non-personal elements in the girl’s
surroundings. Therefore, the house, the neighborhood in which she lives,
the clothes she wears, her books, her food, her playthings, are all part of
a girl’s non-social environment. Each element contributes its share toward
shaping the final end result, Eqxially important and Interesting is the
sacial environment, which Includes all persons with whom she has aiqr contact
in her dally life. Here, the home, the personalities of parents, brothers
and sisters are active. With the enlarging of the circle of social contacts
come the children from other homes. Then the school leaves an indelible
impression upon the girl ly bringing her in contact with other children from
other neighborhoods,
VJIgr is it that one girl becomes delinquent and another girl does
not? Why does one girl spend her leistire time reading (ten of the fifty
non-delinquent girls named reading as one of their methods or means of
recreation), while another roams the streets of the neighborhood? The usvial
answer is "because they want to," But the question is Immediately forth¬
coming as to why the desires differ. In the final analysis the inqiairy is
forced back to factors in the environment. The chief motive in these girls’
lives is to "have a good time," Their ideas of what is a desirable or un¬
desirable activity, what is happiness, and how to secure it is determined
largely by the environment in which they find themselves and the companions
with whom they associate.
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VflTnlly Conditions«-The most important single social factor in
the life of a child is the family, IJbny delinquent careers begin in child¬
hood or early youth, Eiren when a delinquent career begins after maturity
has been reached, the expieriences and Influences of early youth are fre¬
quently of great significance for explaining the later delinquency. The
recidivist in childhood develops habits which are carried over to adult life
and hence the juvenile delinquent of today becomes the criminal of tomorrow.
In the family,moral discrimination as to what is right or wrong
and proper attitudes toward other individuals and society are developed.
The attitudes of the girls toward crime were very difficult to ascertain,
since an attitude expressed may be interpreted merely as a speech reaction.
It is possible that the girls answered in the manner in which they thought
they "were supposed to answer" or in keeping with what they felt the investi¬
gator wished them to answer, or they may have given the "proper" answer.
The writer’s reaction, after Interviewing the girls on the subject, was that
they had no particular attitude toward crime. In most Instances the de¬
linquency was stumbled into in the girl's effort to secure a livelihood.
Once within the tolls of the law, she relied on whatever resources available
to effect her release. There was not a single girl who preferred incarcera¬
tion to freedom or exhibited the absolute "don't care" spirit. Many were
ashamed of the fact that they were "locked up" in the station house. Fewer
were ashamed of the offense committed. The number of sullen, rebellious,
and unrepentant girls was negligible. Instead, there was a favorable, co¬
operative, ashamed attitude, and in most instances the realization or recog¬
nition of the seriousness of the offense. It must be remembered that these
attitudes are built up over a period of years and cannot be changed suddenly,
Healy points out in his book "The Individvial Delinquent" the following con¬
cerning moral discrimination and attitude toward crime on the part of the
young:
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Moral Discrimination.—In forming impressions of the
offender, one would naturally feel the importance of the
actual capacity for moral judgment. Of all the mental fur¬
niture, the power to discriminate between right and wrong
would seem to be most essential for well-doing. Undoubtedly
of greatest value to know would be the mental procedure In the
face of an active moral issue. Unfortunately, the only thing
open to ordinary testing is the general ideational potential¬
ity, and that by no means reveals the procedure that actually
takes place in a living situation. The caiJacily is not the
same thing as the practice in the realm of moral decisions.
The tyro will realize that Ty questioning the answer will
generally be obtained that stealing and assault and so on are
pernicious deeds, as considered in the abstract, and will also
realize that the answer gives no criterion of wlaat the subject's
judgment will be in the face of opportunity or provocation.
HQW®ver, the powers of general moral judgment,and par¬
ticularly of the comprehension of moral Issues Involved in a
given sltiiation, are sometimes important to appreciate.^
Occasionally strong types are met with, either showing
much appreciation of ethical sanctions, or clearly belittling
the canons of social morality, and then only is interpretation
fair. One grave trouble is noting whether all the details of
the sitiiation have been comprehended. On cross-examination we
have sometimes found absence of realization of some of the facts
mentioned. The test then turns out to be, as we mentioned above,
one of comprehension or mental representation of a situation
verbally presented, ^
Inheritance.-Dr. Cyril Burt, in his study of the juvenile de¬
linquent in London, has the following to say concerning the inheritance of
crime as a causal factor.
If otir inqiiliy is to begin at the very beginning it must go
back to influences tliat were operative long before the child him¬
self was born. We must review not only his birth and early life,
but his ancestry also; we must examine not only the moral quali¬
ties of the actual offender, but those of his father, mother, and
remoter relatives as well. We must, in a word, compile his family
history, and from such facts as it affords seek to divine what kind
of hereditary traits his parents, and through them his distant fore¬
fathers, have handed on to him in the hour he was conceived, °
^William Healy, The Individual Delinquent. Boston: Little, Brown, and
Company, 1915, sec, 76, p, 98.
^Ibid.. p, 99,
5
Cyril Burt, The Young Delinquent. New York: D, Appleton & Co,, 1930. p, 28.
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Here, then, is the first and simplest hiypothesis to offer
itself for study—that crime is inherited or at least inborn.
Just as the cat is always the offspring of a cat and the dog of
a dog, and men gather no grapes of thorns nor figs of thistles,
so, it is argued, the criminal tends always to reproduce his kind
and the delinqvient child is the foredoomed legatee of ancestral
depravity and vice. If the analogy is a sound one, if inheritance
is the sole and central key, then our theoretical questions are
already solved, and the practical issue concerning the possibility
of reform is answered by a hopeless negative. What is inherited
can never be uprooted; what is wholly inborn can never be cured, ^
The notion that morality and immorality are native qualities
of the mind is one that has been put forward from time to time,
for the most part by writers in this country. It was advocated
first by English philosophers and has been revived more recently
by English medical men. For the faculty thus postulated the old
philosophical name is ’’the moral sense,’ And the doctrine itself
was enunciated most clearly by a school of ethical thinkers who
floiirlshed in the seventeenth eighteenth centuries. They are
known as the intultionists, ^
Historically the tenets of the intultionists were, in effect,
a reaction from the materialistic doctrines of Hobbes. In oppo¬
sition to the view that moral knowledge was a calculation of
pleasures or pains or a reasoned deduction from first principles,
they desired to show that it was a direct and specific intuition
and so uphold its objective validity, 5
CriiD® in itself, therefore, is not inherited. The hereditary
constitution of the criminal, such as it is, we can regard as having
at most but an indirect effect. The family temperament, first mani¬
fested in the lawlessness of his parent, is not at bottom an es¬
sentially criminal nature, transmitted as such, but a vague and more
general endowment, analogous rather to the congenital enfeeblement
that may affect temperament, intelligence, or physique as a whole—
extreme degrees of common weaknesses to which in a restricted measure
we are all more or less susceptible. Such weaknesses when excessive
may favor a moral lapse in later life; ttey in no way constitute a
fatal and inexorable propulsion towards It, ^
Ixt. itke causation of crime, and of juvenile crime above all, it
is external conditions rather than internal that are commonly seized
upon by the practical reformer. Criminals, he asserts, are not born
but made; and the making of them he assigns to their surroundings. En¬
vironment rather than heredity is to his mind the real, responsible
factor. ^
^Cyril Burt, op, cit.. p, 28,
^Ibid.. p, 31.




When the social conditions of the criminal—^his poverty-
stricken existence, his insanitary dwelling, his drab and squalid
street surrotindings—are known to be all so adverse, why make a
gratuitous appeal to some tinseen and hypothetical i^luence? Why
invoke inheritance or inborn temperament—^fatalistic conceptions
that can only sap all effort at reform? Are not the admitted and ^
visible ills sufficiently subversive to drive the saintliest to sin?'
lit the two views are not Incompatiblej they are complementary.
Heredity and environment may each do their sinister share. And an
equal attention to either aspect, with an impartial balancing of the
respective points in evidence, becomes, however rare and difficult,
the first essential to a scientific survey. ^
The following was taken from Healy on the subject of the weakness
of general theories of causation.
Weakness of General Causation Theories.—Nothing is shorm by
our data more convincingly than the predictable inadequacy of
social measures built upon statistics and theories which neglect
the fundamental fact of the complexity of causation, determinable
through study of the individual case. Mai^ of the works on social
misconduct deal with what is often denominated ’general causation,’
and attempt to establish geographical, climatological, economic and
many other correlations, TJtuch of this is interesting and even se¬
ductive, intellectually, and it is true that there are some relation¬
ships, such as that between alcoholism and crime, well enough veri¬
fied to justify social alteration. But that many of these siaggested
correlations contain onby half-truths, one is constrained to believe
after prolonged attempt to gather in all available facts in many
individual cases. ^
Studies of individual cases, and final summary analysis of
these cases, such as we present in the latter part of this work,
form the only way of arriving at the truth. Results of such work
make the investigator exceedingly chaiy of theories built upon the
consideration of single causes. ^
Djpnamic Center of the Problem—The dynamic center of the whole
problem of delinquency and crime will ever be the individual offender. ^
Definite and Practical Knowledge of the Individual is Neces¬
sary.—It is Impossible to get away from the fact that no general
theories of crime, sociological, psychological or biological, how¬
ever well foiznded, are of much sei*vice when the concrete issue, name¬
ly the particular offense and the individual delinquent, is before
those who have practically to deal with it....It does not require
prolonged observation of any treatment of the offender to realize
v/hat knowledge will prove of most vrarth in the procedure; one quick-
^Cyrll Burt, op, cit.. p. 60.
^Ibid.. p. 61.
^William Healy, op, cit,. p, 23,
^Ibid.. p. 24.
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ly perceives that it must be information concerning characteristic
variations of physical and psychical equipment, concerning laws
of mental mechanics, and the influence of the various forms of ex¬
perience on various types of mankind. ^
Thiorough Study Means Balancing of Factors.—Thorough study
of the individual cases does not imply that we shall always find
the main cause of the offender's tendency in his own make-up—it
merely implies the logical balancing of causative factors. One
has seen an extensive family chart exhibited as proof that crim¬
inalism is inherited, because of its springing up in several side
lines. But in addition to the chart the investigator possessed
information that the various persons showing delinquent tendencies
all lived in an atrocious environment. The facts not plotted on
the chart could be used to show, if we took them also by themselves,
that in this family criminalism was uniformly the result of bad
social circumstances. On the other hand, it may be conditions in
the home, or other environmental agents, which at first sight loom
large. But then one finds other individuals in the same family
turning out well, others on the same street or with the same as¬
sociates who do not become criminals. Complicating the argument
again, we may discover grave delinquent tendencies appearing in
some one member of the most upright families, vfhlle, contrariwise,
we have occasionally fo\uid all the numerous immediate descendants
of a terrible drunkard successfully arising in full strength of
character from the squalor in which he placed them. So it goes;
to single out and blame this or that specific condition, without
proceeding by the scientific process of elimination and attempting
to rule out other possible causes, v^lll not lead far towards real
solutions. Indeed, without vrell-rounded studies of the pivotal
facts in the particular case it ensues that 'experience is falla¬
cious and judgment difficult* ■'
In Cyril Burt's study of the young delinquent, he found that cer¬
tain hereditary defects occur more frequently among the families of the
delinquent than among the families of the non-delinquents living in the
same environment. As hereditary defects he names physical, intellectiial,
psychopathic, and moral,^ He found that the proportion of delinquent chil¬
dren with a family history of Immorality is 54 per cent'^ while the pro¬
portion of non-delinquents with such a history is 19 per cent, "As many
as four-fifths of the children could plead no history among their kindred
of any definable crime."^
^William Healy, op. cit.. p. 22,
^Ibid,. p. 24,




As a result of his studies of the delinquent, Cyril Burt con¬
cludes that such offenses as sex delinquency, and pierhaps theft, are in
a certain sense due to the inheritance of varying degrees of strength in
certain characteristics. Burt said: ”I find that in nearly 60 out of
every 100 delinquents, some instinct or other appears defectively or ex¬
cessively developed, excess being far more common than deficiencyj out of
a hundred cases of non-delinquents similar conditions are to be found in no
more than twelve."^
The well known studies of the Jukes, the Kallikaks, on the one
hand and the Johnathan Edwardses on the other show that either a history of
crime or a history of well-doing may be traced in families for many genera¬
tions •
CHAPTER IV
THE (ffiNERAL CHARACTER OF THE NEGRO NEIGHBORHOODS
FROM VJHICH THESE GIRLS CCMB
The public has been very slow to reoognize the importance of
leisure time in the lives of children. But if the facts as to how leisure
time was spent by these girls were known, insight into their lives would
be greatly increased. These facts would,indicate the need for character
improvement activities to meet and cope with their needs.
Girls become delinquent partially at least because they do not
have the proper facilities to carry on constructive activities during their
leisure time.
The neighborhoods from which the majority of these girls come
to a large extent are populated by Negroes entirely; only a few white and
Jewish peoples are scattered and intermingled with the Negroes. It is
possible to state, however, that within definite boundaries Negroes predominate
to such an extent as to color these entire neighborhoods. These people are
poverty stricken. They know chronic poverty from having actvially experienced
it. Incomes are meagre or entirely absent and families are large. The
houses are filled to overflowing with children. There is scarcely a house
without a young baby, a crawling baby, or one attempting to learn to walk.
The houses ususally contain married sons or daughters with children (usually
both), who have never been away or have returned. There is usually a grand¬
mother, grandfather, uncle, cousin or some other relative in the homo. Many
times these poverty stricken families are attempting to provide for a child
who is not related to them by blood ties or to provide sleeping accommoda¬
tions for a friend. The houses aren little shanties, tenements sitting upon
posts without basements, many times dirty and always overcrowded. The little
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children find great delight playing underneath the houses. The majority
of the mothers and fathers, as well as the children, have not had educa¬
tional advantages. There are no playgrounds for the children. The favorite
playgrounds are dumps, miserable dumps. Children, ragged, dirty, of all
ages may be seen in these trash heaps digging, playing, wrestling and pick¬
ing up junk. When these half clothed urchins are not in the dumps or under
the houses, they are playing in the dirty, littered, unpaved streets of
Atlanta,
It would be difficult for one who has not investigated these con¬
ditions to realize the sordidness, the filth, the distress, poverty, and
neglect of these districts. The houses are aged, weather-worn, peeling,
and ^lnpainted, Some of them are scarcely shacks, with sagging, rickety,
broken down stairs and porches. Inside, the walls are grimy, dirty, and
marred. The streets are filled with tin cans, rubbish, paper, ragged,
dirty children, mud and filth. The yards have little, usually no grass,
and are littered and disorderly. The vacant lots have been taken over by
junk dealers, and are piled high with their wares; such as, scrapped auto¬
mobiles, rubber tires, and just junk.
In many cases entire families of seven, eight, and nine live in
one room under the most iinwholesome conditions, where eveiy family activity
and those of other members of the household take place. Ventilation is
not usually a problem. The cracks ordinarily provide too much ventilation,
especially dviring certain periods of the year. There are no provisions for
bathing nor inside toilet facilities. Regular meals are not prepared, since
in most cases the mother is employed outside the home and the older children
are left to perform the housekeeping duties in their immature and untutored
manner, with the neglect of children naturally following.
Neighborhood quarrels, fightf and raids made by police are fre¬
quent forms of amusements for adults and children alike. The raids are
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primarily for oocupants of divas, liquor, prostitution, fighting stabbing,
cutting, quarreling, et cetera.
The need of supervised recreation and playgrounds is glaringly
apparent. The children have no place to play except under houses, in the
streets, or in the miserable dumps.
Libraries,- There are no branch libraries or stations in the Negro
residential neighborhoods, Negroes, except with special permission, are not
permitted to use the Atlanta Public Library, The Auburn Branch Libi^ry
for Negroes is not in a residential district and is not readily accessible
to the bast majority of Negroes, The various Negro college libraries, in¬
cluding the very fine new Atlanta University Library, are not equipped for
the use of children. There are no children*s departments or books purchased
with their needs in view. The writer feels safe in saying that there are no
library facilities in Atlanta for Negro children.
Parks and Playgrounds,-There is one park in Atlanta for its over
ninety thousand Negroes. It is very inadequately equipped and is not proper¬
ly supervised. There are no equipped playgrounds,
Commimity Centers,-There are no educational and recreational
centers for Negroes. The chief work of the Neighborhood Union is and has
been to provide a medical clinic for Negro babies sind young children. There
are no settlement, community, or recreational centers where boys and girls
of "teen" age may congregate under wholesome conditions. There are no
organized activities for them, nor informal meeting places for their use.
The recreational needs point to a program of recreation and character build¬
ing large enough to meet the problem as a whole, Atlanta Negroes need al¬
most everything in the form of recreational and leisure time organizations
in the residential districts of the masses.
In the majority of oases studied, the family, the church, the
school, the supervised playgrovind, the settlement house, the community center.
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and organizations for recreational activities do not play an important
part in the lives of the girls. In Atlanta these facilities are almost
entirely lacking. It has been said that even a mentally defective child
will not commit delinquent acts if properly controlled, while the most
brilliant child will go astray if his ideals and standards are not directed
by constructive forces and his only contacts are with anti-social groups
and individuals. Social control is absolutely necessary. TWhen there is no
social control, no group ties, no group attachment or affiliation, it is
not vinusual to find social maladjustment and delinquency rampant.
The investigator believes the cases studied represent a good cross section
of all delinquency cases eimong Negro girls in Atlanta for the year. The cases
studied were in no Instance a selected sample, but include all cases from
every type of home and condition of life.
The influence of any factor which tends to make the individvial
unstable, or which in any way interferes with her functioning as a member
of the group to the best advantage, will have a more definite effect if
the Individual is found in an xmstable environment; for example, a feeble¬
minded child will become delinquent more quickly if he is vincontrolled
than if under strict supervision. Ll^owlse the child of high intelligence
is less likely to violate the social code if his life is closely tied up
with the social Institutions which represent the approvals and disapprovals
of society.
There are certain social conditions which are more often associated
with delinquency and it is our pxunpose now to isolate some of the factors
whose presence is thus associated irlth delinquency.
Of all the institutions, the school beyond a question of a doubt
comes into closest contact with the child from six to sixteen or seventeen.
It plays a large part in themolding of the character of the child, and its
importance is greatest in the case of underprivileged families, Tffhen this
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institution, maintaining ths closest contact and wielding perchance the
greatest influence, is lacking, together with an unstable or broken family
relationship (TABLE X), maladjustments frequently occur. This study revealed
the facts that in the majority of oases the educational advantages v;ere
very meagre and inadequate. The girls could read and write only with the
greatest difficulty, and very poorly.
These girls are not immoral, but rather they are \jnmoral, for
without the knowledge neoessaiy to distinguish wrong from right a girl
could hardly bo moral. The chief source of moral knowledge is in the normal
home. Only eight of those fifty delinquent girls osune from normal homes,
which in this instance was defined as both parents alive and living at home
with the children. In seventeen cases the father was dead; in twelve cases
the mother was dead; in six oases both parents were dead; in five oases the
parents were separated and living apart; one girl was living with step-parents;
and one with foster parents (TABLES X).
It is in the home that the earliest training comes, and it has
the additional prestige of coming from one the child loves and respects.
Most of these girls, as the above figures indicate, lack the advantage of
homo instruction and are therefore suffering from a loss of moral instmiction
as to what is wrong or right.
In general in the homes of the non-delinquent girls a sufficient
income was forthcoming to cover not only the bare necessities of life, but
also sufficient to secure a recognizable degree of culture auch as music,
advanced education, and wholesome recreation. There was effective discipline
coming from better educated parents (TABLE XIl), normal family relations
(parents living together with their children), and outward or visible freedom
frcwi vice.
Hot only did thesedelinquent girls lack the moral training gained
through normal family relationships, but also the moral teaching of the
school. The following tabulation indicates only inadequately the education
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possessed by these girls. The Twriter says inadequate because most of the















Completed high school 1
To
Non-Delinquent Girls
Those girls were all
students of Booker T.
Washington High
School.
The typo and kind of education given in the rural districts of
Georgia is not to bo compared with the education received in the city of
Atlanta nor in some rural districts elsewhere. Not only did the investigator
ascertained the grade in which the girl was when she left school, but an
Atlanta daily was provided from which each girl was asked to read an article. The
majority of the girls read with greater or lesser difficulty. Only seven
might have been said to read with fair fluency and without much stammering.
The investigator has found in this study that the majority of those
delinquent girls have come from the rural sections of Georgia (TABLE XI). Only eight
of the girls were born in Atlanta, and four had been in Atlanta since babyhood.
The writer knows that the locating of rural people in urban centers creates
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problems, especially for the children. The urban center presents an
entirely different standard of living; overcrowding in houses, and the
weakening of family ties due to the fact that both parents leave home
early in the morning not to return until late in the evening. With the
coming to an urban center there is usually family disorganization in part
if not completely. The writer also foxxnd the lack of a more or less permanent
residence. There was constant, xmonding moving for economic and various
other reasons.
The economic position of the parents of these girls disclosed
the fact that the majority of them were engaged in occupations such as
porters, maids, cooks, butlers, farmers, janitord, coal deliverers,
chauffeurs, laundresses, and brickmasons. The parents of the non-delinquent
girls were: Electricians, contractors:, mail carriers and clerks, ministers,
mechanics, carpenters, tailors, pharmacists, chauffeurs, physicians, common
laborers, waiters, insurance agents, teachers, undertakers, farmers, brick-
masons, cooks, and one cotton ssunpler (TABLES IX and XII)^
CHAPTER V
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES
The cases now being presented in this thesis are for the pur¬
pose of illustrating some definite point. These cases shed light upon
certain phases of the problem of delinquency. They cannot be considered
as typical, since each girl must be regarded as an individual. The cases
presented, however, reveal situations frequently encountered although
differeing some-mhat in minor details.
Many causal factors may be observed such as: Broken homes
(tables IX and X), environmentil conditions of vice, association with
vicious persons, lack of educational advantages, inadequate or no parental
control, absence of moral discrimination, gross immorality on the part of
a parent, excessive drinking, lack of leisure time activities -vdiich make
for character building, faulty social life, employment of the mother out¬
side of the home, employment, at an early age, of the offender, lack of super¬
vision by employer Tnhile very young, early sex experience, poverty, ignorance
of parents, parental neglect, lack of a more or less pennanent residence
(table XI), adolescent instability, treatment of the first offense.
Case 11,-Odessa was bom in Atlanta twenty-three years ago (January
14, 1910), She was arrested the first time on March 5, 1933,
She weighed 105 pounds and was 5 feet 2 or 3 inches in height. She
had a decided visual defect. Her eyes were inflamed, yellow, and squinted.
She was wearing glasses. As a child she had chicken and small pox (Her face
was covered with what investigator thought to be small pox scars,) and mumps,
as well as she could recall. She stated Grady Hospital had informed her
that she was afflicted with yellow jaundice and that she was pregnant.
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The father, whose birthplace was unknown, was a plasterer by
trade. He was stern and unreasonable in some respects, but never abused
or neglected his children. Her mother died when she was eight years of age.
She was reared by a stepmother. The stepmother was kind and was not the
cause of any difficulties.
Odessa had two brothers, one half-brother , one sister ,
and one half-sister. One brother was "demented.” To Odessa’s knowledge
no member of her family had ever been arrested.
Odessa’s home was a six family tenement. She was living in a
common law marriage relationship with a man about thirty-nine year^ old.
He has been married and had one child by his wife, who deserted him and the
baby when it was nine days old. The wife is now in Decatur, a suburb of
Atlanta. This man with whom Odessa was living worked with a railroad wreck¬
ing crew and therefore was entitled to three rooms rent free. In these
three rooms lived his niece, the brother of his sister’s husband, his
niece’s bey (eight years old), and his own child (six years old) by his wife
who deserted him.
Odessa la^t attended Booker T. Washington High School. She started
to school at the age of eight years and was in the tenth grade when she
left school because of pregnancy.
She has had practically no recreation. She has been to the movies
three times in her entire life. Her father did not permit her to associate
with other children.
Since leaving school she has worked as nurse, maid, and has done
general house7/ork. She has never made more than five dollars per week,
and at the time of arrest was earning three dollars per week.
At seventeen years of age, Odessa began to be immoral with the
man with whom she is now living, but with whom she has never slept. She
became acquainted with him on the street between home and school. She gave
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tirth to twins at the age of eighteen. One was horn dead and the other
lived forty-five minutes. She maintains she has never had relations with
any one other than the man with whom she is living. She left home when
she became pregnant because she was afraid her father would kill her, and
because "John thought I*d better." Before she went to live v^ith this man,
she never accepted any money from him. ("My father told me never to take
money from a manl") During the years she has been living with this man,
he has given her a coat, bought on the installment plan Christmas, 1932,
and two pairs of shoes only. With the meagre simi sheearns she supports
herself and "sometimes I help him pay his bills so he won<t be garnisheed."
He makes between thirty-seven and thirty-nine dollars every two weeks. He
buys the food for all those living in the home, and drinks heavily.
Odessa is being held in the station house on suspicion of murder.
The man with whom she was living was sjjabbed to death. She displayed
two recent stabbings, one on the shoulder and one on the back. She had re¬
ceived no medical attention for them, although iodine had been applied to
them. They appeared deep and were causing her much discomfort.
Case 12.-Marion is a murderess at the age of sixteen years. She
has seen two others stabbed~a man stab his wife and one man stab another.
She has been stabbed once herself, Marion became a sex delinquent at the
age of approximately twelve years and has been delinquent in that respect
every since. YiOien questioned in this regard, "You don*t think I*d quit after
I started, do you?" was the reply. Her first child \vas bom when she was
thirteen. She has given birth to one other. She had been promoted to the
1
eighth grade at Booker T. Washington High School when she left at the age of
thirteen years because of pregnancy. She smokes and drinks. Her mother died
when she was one year old. Her father deserted her step-mother, who married
her step-father with whom Marian lived until married. The step-parents
1 The school includes a junior high school as well as a senior high school.
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were kind to her and supported her and provided a home for her until she
married. She thinks her father is in Cleveland, but she is uncertain. She
was married in 1929 to the alleged father of her first child. She has been
at the station house previously on charges of disorderly conduct and drunken¬
ness, She was paid out each time except once when she spent ten days in the
stockade, Marion was at the time of the interview in the station house for
murder—stabbing a fourteen year old girl to death while in the throes of
jealousy, A young man seventeen years of age with whom she had been associat¬
ing gave another girl a watch. An argument between the girls followed, dur¬
ing which Marion stabbed her rival to death. At first Marion attempted to
show wherein the murder was accidental. She insisted that another girl
pushed the victim upon the knife. But through continued later questioning,
it was brought out that she not only intentionally stabbed the fourteen year
old girl to death, but even after the affair was over and she had had time
to think and consider the entire matter, she had no feelings of remorse,
"No, I am not soriy she died,”
It should be noted that no concern was manifested by legal authori¬
ties until an atrocious crime was committed. Her previous encounters with
the law were neither corrective nor remedial. Confinement in the stockade
in Atlanta in essence means nothing more than so many days of labor for the
city for which the city pays nothing but black eyed peas, fat white bacon,
dried peaches, and large slabs of cornbread and the wear and tear on the
clothing provided—coarse, heavy, scratching duck dresses or overalls, heavy
worsted-like stockings, and stiff man-like brogans.
Here is a mxirderess at sixteen. Shall moral and legal colorings
be painted into the picture? Shall a scientific investigation of the crime
as a symptom of a di^®ed backgrotmd, and the murder as the natural result
of her developmental history, be made? Is Marion’s ease hopeless? Should
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there be a place for rehabilitation of Negro girl delinquents in Georgia,
where various social anti-toxins may be administered? Is it satisfactory
or sufficient that Marion should receive a five year sentence, of which it
is estimated according to past experience that she will serve between two
and three years only to be returned to her original environment merely two
or three years older plus the experience of a prison term?
Case 15.-Emma Pless is another girl who does not know the month,
day and year of her birth, but thinks she is twenty-two years old. She was
born in Piedmont, Georgia, and came to Atlanta five years ago, Emma's mother
has been dead for twenty years. She was reared by a cousin. She has five
sisters and two brothers all older than she, but she does not know who reared
them nor where they are. She lives in a room in the basement of a house
occupied by white people, for which she pays a rent of per month. She
can read simple things with great difficulty, but cannot write although she
claims to have reached the fourth grade of a rural school. She was arrested
for the first time a month ago on a charge of drunkenness, for which she
served a week and paid a fine of $4,50, She is being held this time for
drunkenness plus disorderly conduct. Her piinishment is twenty days or $12,
Case 14,-Annie May's mother died when she was a baty and she was
reared by her grandmother. She never has seen her father, although she has
been informed that he is about a himdred miles from Atlanta near Rome,Georgia.
She was born in Gainesville, Georgia, twenty-three years ago, but has lived
in Atlanta since she was a baby. She left school when in the fifth grade
because her grandmother was not able to buy her books. Since leaving school
she has worked at numerous places as a maid but never for very long. The
longest time she ever was employed in one place was two years. She has been
stabbed twice by men and cut once by a woman. Her delinquencies have been
receiving stolen goods and disorderly conduct. Her present offense is
drunkenness and disorderly conduct.
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Case 15.-Addie is charged with being drunk on the streets. When
arrested she gave an alias. She forgot her assun^d nama and therefore failed
to answer when it was called. When the discrepancy was discovered, the
Judge doubled her sentence. Addie has lived in many country towns, and has
been in Atlanta only a year and a half. She was born in Cochran, Georgia,
twenty-one years ago. The father of Addie died when she was a baby. She
claims to have reached the eighth grade but her language is iinusually poor,
and she reads only fairly v/ell. She has no previous court record of de¬
linquency. She is not overly enthusiastic about her confinement in the
station house and does not plan to retoirn.
Case 16.-Bessie does not remember her father. He died when she
was very young. She was bom in Richland, Georgia, eighteen years ago.
She, her mother, and an older sister have lived in Atlanta for eight years.
The sister has been eirrested four times for fighting, her mother once for
ojjerating a disorderly house, and Bessie was arrested in 1930 for being an
occupant of a house of disorder, and twice in 1931 for fighting. The first
time she was arrested, she was fined $7 or ten days. Her mother paid her
out. The second time she was sentenced to thirty days or a fine of $17.
This time she spent a week in the stockade before her mother paid her out.
The third time she was arrested, she spent twenty-nine days in the stockade.
She was arrested this time for fighting with her aunt over some shoes.
Case 17.-Nettie May is a masculine looking girl of fourteen years.
It is not customary for police to detain girls vinder sixteen in the station
house, but Nettie May contended when arrested that she was nineteen years
of age. Her hair is cut short like that of a bey and she was wearing a
leather mackinaw. Nettie has lived in Atlanta for ten years. She is the
fourth of eight children . . The family of ten persons occupy three
rooms for which they p^ a rent of $1.75 per week. At present her father
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is serving a year sentence on a chaingang for striking a T/hite man while
under the influence of liquor, Nettie is well developed and looks well
nomrished, weighing 125 jwund and being five feet three inches in height.
She is rather large for her age, but childlike in her mannerisms and ap¬
pearance, She left Booker T, 7?ashington High School last year when she was
in the ninth grade to stay home with younger brothers and sisters while her
mother went to work to support the family during the absence of the father.
She has never worked nor does she have a previous court record of delinquency.
She is being detained in the station house for being drunk on the streets.
She claims her mother gave her whiskey when she was small, and she has been
drinking ever since she can remember although she was never drunk before.
She attempted to retract her statement that she was not nineteen
but only fourteen, but the judge would not even listen and sentenced her to
ten days in the stockade or seven dollars. Her mother earns from $5 to $6
per week pressing clothes by the piece in one of Atlanta’s laundries. Nine
mem4>ers of the family must be fed, clothed and housed. There is no $7 with
v^hich to pay a fine. There is no sociological investigation, so fourteen
year old Nettie May will serve ten days in Atlanta’s stockade.
Case 18.-Belle is eighteen years of age. She was born in Elberton,
Georgia, She has lived in Chattanooga, Greenville, South Carolina, and Nash¬
ville, Tennessee. She has lived alone in Atlanta for two years. Her mother
is still in Chattanooga, Belle came to Atlanta with her brother to secure
employment. When she first came, she was employed in the laundry at Grady
Hospital at a wage of $5 per week. She has never earned more than §7 per
week. For almost a year she has been out of emplcyment. During this period
her brother has taken care of her. Her education has been very badly
neglected. At the age of fifteen. Belle’s mother sent her to work to augment
the meagre inccane of a fatherless family of seven. She was at that time in
the sixth grade. Belle reads with great difficulty. She knows absolutely
nothing about her father except that he is now dead. Before her arrest for
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drunkeness, she was arrested for being in the iimiiediate vicinity of a
"stand” which was "pulled” or raided, and for arguing with a girl who stabbed
her for associating with her boy friend.
This is just another instance of a girl reared in a broken family
without proper and adequate parental guidance. Belle is not criminalistic.
She has never been instructed as to what is the socially right or wrong thing
to do. Confinement in an institution, in our opinion, would not even be
necessary. Here is a girl who v;ould make splendid material for a probation
officer to work with. She also needs additional education and strict supervision
of her leisure time, v;hioh is now being spent in cheap dance halls,
lurid house ps-rties, and congregating in close, greasy, smelling restaurants.
Case 19.-Laura has been in Atlanta tv;o years. Her life has been
one of incessant moving from place to place and from city to city. She has
lived in Camilla, Albany, Bainbridge, Pillarn, Donaldsonville and Iron
City, Georgia. Her parents have been separated since she was five years of
age and she has not heard from her father in five years. She thinks he is
still in Newark, New Jersey, where he was when he was last heard from. Her
mother still resides in Camilla, Georgia. La.ura has no relatives in Atlanta.
She came here with some white people by whom she was employed. She lived
at her employer*s home, but maintains a "week-end” room which she occupies
on Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday nights as well as Sunday afternoons. She
has been married but has been separated from her husband, whom she married
in 1924, since 1928. She is the mother of one child who was born when she
was fifteen years of age. Laura is now twenty-two years old. She possesses
a fifth grade education, no previous court record of delinquency, and was
at the time of arrest employed as a maid. She has been stabbed once by
another girl and is being held for stabbing a young man in her "week-end"
room. This is another case for supervision by a probation officer.
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Case 20.-Spark Plug refuses to give any other name. She has been
coming to the station house ever since she was a very young girl. Should
you talk with Spark Plug, you, too, would agree that she has personality.
Spark Plug has been guilty of many delinquencies. The first, second, and
third interview with her failed to result in more than general impressions.
She is just clever. She enjoyed using her imagination and relating stories
which she thoiight would tlirill you. One might ask her the same question
three or four different times over a short period of time and each time
she would give a different answer. She was witty, and would take your question
as an occasion to tell you a shady story rather than to answer yoTor inquiry,
after which she would laugh hilariously and with glee, A new officer was in
the territory where she is usually picked up. She was placed in the patrol
with an insane woman named Georgia Sims. When the patrol arrived at the
city jail, the Insane woman had lapsed into a sort of stupor. Several others
also had been placed in the patrol wagon. Upon arrival, the patrolman called
out "Georgia Sims," Spark Plug answered to the name. She was taken out and
placed in a cell reserved for the insane, T^hen the mistake was discovered.
Spark Plug was very proud <f her ability to confuse and baffle the police¬
men, Nothing could be secured concerning her family history or early en¬
vironment, She flatly refused to divulge personal information and enjqyed
her ability to evade questions. Her history could be secure^ but not by
the direct method. She is happy and extremely good-natured. She does not
resent being asked any question, but merely refuses to give an answer. The
Negro matron, who has been at the station house for over twenty years, says
she is about twenty-two or three years of age and has been coming since she
was thirteen or fourteen years of age. It is generally knovm that she is
a sex pervert, and during her last confinement in the station house, Spark
Plug called in the other women and girls to witness her performance with a
deaf and dumb mute. When she finishes her thirty day stockade sentence for
drunkenness, she is to be bound over to Superior Court on a homosexual charge.
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Case 21.—This girl, who from all appearances was young, probably
seventeen or eighteen years of age, was deaf, mute, and a sexual pervert.
Nothing could be learned of her past history. She cannot write, 7Jhen
given a paper and pencil, she v,Tote over and over again me, mi, me, mi.
She had to be lead before the judge. She seems to understand nothing but
sex perversion. She is a menace wherever she is, T/hether it be station
house, stockade or chaingang. She has been all three places. She has been
arrested time and again for drunkenness and disorderly conduct and for
homosexuality. She is under-developed, vacant, and dissipated in appearance.
When not permitted to Indulge in homo-sexual affairs she spends her time
in masturbation. Blood tests indicate that she is syphillitlc. She was
known to engage in her malpractices while in the station house. There should
be some place where this girl co^lld be "put away” as a degenerate.
Case 22,-Lucille was a bright, intelligent, likeable and nice-
appearing girl of seventeen years. Weight 122 pounds, height five feet two
Inches, She was open and frank as she said, ”You just as well be v/hat you
are. If you get caught—lessons you buy and pay for are the best lessons,"
The girl has been gxillty of much misconduct. She has always been large for
her age. She started to school at five years of age. She was so large the
teacher just accepted her. Her mother had sent her along with an older
brother and sister. She started keeping company with boys when she was twelve
years old. Her mother Instructed her not to go with just one boy, but to
be friendly end nice to them all. Her first sexual offense was committed
when she was thirteen years old. At fifteen years she had a miscarriage,,
the father of which being "the only one I have ever loved." IThen inquiry
was made as to why she didn't marry this man, she replied; "I didift know
how to fix things upj I was just a little upstart," Since then she has been
sexually acquainted with eight different men. She has been married for two
years to a young boy v^hom she confesses that she does not love. The father
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of her first child still comes to see her. She insists that she has
never practised prostitution for money "because it is a sin to" engage in
such practices "for money," She appeared surprised and somewhat resented
the investigator’s question as to how much she received for her sex delin¬
quency. She has never been sick a day in her life. She appeared to be
in splendid physical condition, very strong and symmetrically developed.
She was clean and nicely clothed in good taste. She was courteous and
well mannered, exhibiting an unusual degree of refinement,
Lucille comes from a family in average circumstances. No other
member of her family has ever been arrested and neither of her parents
drink. She has been drinking for about a year. The woman for whom she
works drinks and also makes home brew,
Lucille appeared carefree, undisturbed and apparently'- happy,
"You know," she said, "there is no use sitting around looking sad." She
was persuaded to engage in her first sex delinquency, "But," said she,
"you know, you want the truth, don’t you? Well I have just kept right
on up until now. I know what I’m doing now. You learn, you know. I do
what I do because I want to."
She left school at fifteen years when in the ninth grade because
of pregnancy. She has since attended night school for-one term,
Lucille is confident that she knows what she wants to do. She
is determined to follow her own mind. The spirit of fearlessness fairly
envelops her. She has been brought into court for drunkenness only, Vifhen
drunk she is not disorderly, Lucille has no visible physical defects.
Here is a girl that the investigator feels would "come out all
right" with the proper guidance or with institutional care. She has been
nurse and maid ever since she v/as twelve years old, and her opportunities
for parental guidance have been little or none. Her mother has always
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worked away from home. As maid she has seen much of tha morbidness and
sordidness of life. Her ideas an3 conceptions of what is decent and
proper seemed to have been taken from the delinquent things she has seen
and heard while working as maid, cook, and nurse. The lack of inhibitory
powers due to lack of parental training is very obvious.
Case 25.-This murder seemed to the investigator to have been
perpetrated in self-defense, and as a resiilt of continuous maltreatment
over a i)eriod of two years. Negroes realize the misery a Negro is subject
to when arrested as \vell as when found guilty and sentenced. Therefore,
in many cases there is an unwillingness to call in outside help. An ef¬
fort is made to settle the difference among themselves. As in this case,
murder sometimes has to be committed to save the individual's own life.
This would not happen vjere it believed possible or probable that the in¬
dividual causing the difficulty would secure a fair trial, deserved
punishment and humane treatment during incarceration.
Georgia, aged twenty-three years, was born near Jackson, Georgia,
in Butts County, For the past five years she has lived in Atlanta. Pre¬
viously she had lived in Chattanooga, Tennessee, for three years. Her
father died twelve years ago. She is the fourth child in a family of eight
living children. She completed the sixth grade of a school in South At¬
lanta. She left school to go to work to help support the family of nine
without a father. Two years ago she married a young man six years her
senior. He was extremely jealous of her and gradually began to maltreat
her. From all reports her husband was a very inhuman sort of man. He was
knovm to be a bad character, a fighter, and a man who would cut and shoot.
She returned to her home time and again, but he came for her, threatening
her and her family. It was decided between her and her mother that she
would either have to leave the city or continue to live with him, otherwise
he would kill her.
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At one time he fractured her sinill and at another time when he
came for her to return home, he cut both of her thighs so that she was unable
to walk for months. She exhibited scars all over her body indicating the
extent to which he had cut, knocked, and abused her. She also displayed an
ugly razor scar across her chin. This evening her husband and his sister
v/ere quarreling. The officers were riding by and heard the disturbance.
Tfhen the officers halted in front of the house every one fled except Georgia.
She said she did not run because she was not a part of the disturbance.
The officers instructed her to tell her husband that if he continued the
disturbance he would be arrested. When he returned later in the evening
she communicated the message. He became angry and started to abuse her.
She ran out of the house. He pursued her for several blocks and finaUy
overtook her. He began beating her with a brick he had picked up. She
opened a pocket knife and stabbed him,^ In the struggle they both fell to
the ground. He pleaded with her not to cut him again. She demanded that
he throw away the brick. This he refused to do. H7 that time she noticed
the blood streaming down and covering her clothing. She realized that she
had cut him, but did not realize the extent. He sank back to the ground.
She ran to her mother's home where she was later arrested by the dectectlves.
Case 24,-Grace has lived in Atlanta since she was tMrteen years
old. She was born in Birmingham, Alabama, twenty years ago. She has not
heard from her mother for two years, neither has she heard from her father
for more than five years. She attended the public schools of Birmingham
for one year only. What she knows about reading and writing was taught her
by her aiuit. She has taken care of herself by working as a maid, and by
^The number of persons interviewed who made a practice of carrying knives
and guns was alarming to the writer.
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various Illegitimate methods, predominatingly by prostitution. She has
admittedly engaged in prostitution since she was twelve years of age.
She has been unemployed for over a year, during which time a "friend” has
paid her expenses. Her room rent is $1,25 per week. She has been stabbed
in the back and cut several times. Technically, she was arrested for
"congregating in a house," Eight people were found in a five room house,
which in reality was a house of ill-fame. This case is also an Instance
of faulty home environment, parental guidance, resulting in a lack of
moral discrimination, Grace admits that she is doing "the best I can, but
it jest seem like I have bad luck all the time,"
Case 25.—Alberta is five feet eleven inches in height and weighs
150 pounds. She was born twenty-three years ago in La Grange, Georgia,
She has lived in Atlanta since she was six years of age. Both of her
parents died twelve or thirteen years ago. She was reared and educated by
a brother and sister who sent her through high school. She lives with
her brother, who houses her rent free. She was at the time of arrest
employed as a maid at a wage of |6 per week. She has been employed as of¬
fice girl for a doctor, but she is unable to retain emplqyn^nt over an
extended period because of her excessive drinking, Alberta has no previous
court record of delinquency. She is a very attractive girl except for
the marks of dissipation which are beginning to show in her face. 7/hile
under the influence of alcohol she uses the most profane language.
She was sent to Grady Hospital ty her emplcyer who seemed to think she was
suffering from some stomach ailment. 7/hile at the hospital, she became
violent and abusive toward the nurses, and after they had finished pumping
out the contents of her stomach, she was t-urned over to the police, who
"booked" her at the station house as drunk and disorderly, Alberta needs
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adequate supervision. Although she has enjoyed educational
opportunities far in advance of the average delinquent girl
studied, she lacks sound home training and the po?rer of moral
discrimination.
Case 26,-Kate, twenty-two years of age, was born in
Covington, Georgia, She has resided in Atlanta for the past
eight years. In 1925, at the age of fourteen, she was mar¬
ried to a young man from whom she is now separated. She
has never seen her father. She lives with her mother and an
"adopted" cousin in two rooms for which a rent of $12 per month
is paid. She is five feet five, inches in height and weighs 125
pounds. In appearance she was nice looking, clean, but very
nervous. In answering questions, she waS evasive. It was
necessary to question her considerably and very indirectly.
She was not at all talkative. She has been employed as maid
and cook, Sweetie* works at the ice house. I*ve known
him for about two years. He gives me whatever I ask for—
three or four dollars a week." She has been arrested numerous
times for drinking. T/hen arrested this time she was attending
a drinking party of three men and five women. She feels she
knows what is best for herself and says she is satisfied with
living as she is so long as she is paid out when she gets into
trouble because she does not like the stockade, "They makes
you work so hard out there. We had to shovel dirt and fill up
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trucks while the white mens set and waited. Women dig ditches




The following cases represent a phenomena which does not occur
anywhere else in the study. Gangs and gang "wars" are usually character¬
istic of and identified with the activities of boys and men. In these
two cases we discovered girls and women engaged in a sort of gang activity.
Case 27.-Emma, aged nineteen years, was arrested as a leader of
eight or nine persons who "teamed" together in fighting and quarreling
with other individuals and groups. The occasions for the quarrelings
and fights varied, and sometimes had no particular basis. Antagonism
without any particiilar basis existed, and whenever the members met or
came in contact with each other quarrels and fights were the results,
Emma, the leader, possesses slightly more education than was usually
found among these girls. She had been promoted to the ninth grade. She
read with facility and apparently understood what she read. She has no
previous court record of delinquency. She is small of stature, being
five feet four inches in height and weighing only 110 poxinds. She is
aggressive, secretive, and very evasive in character. It v;as very dif¬
ficult to secure inforraatlon from her. She was not talkative, and merely
answered the questions with as few words as possible. She was among the
five out of the fifty who inquired as to what was the purpose of the in¬
vestigation, The remainder of the girls answered the questions without
inquiring as to why the questions were being asked.
Case 28.-Priscilla is a member of a gang of girls. She knows
neither her height nor weight. She probably weighed between 105 and 110
poimds and was approximately five feet three or foTir inches in height.
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She was born at Lithonla, Georgia, ajii has lived in Atlanta for the past
five years. She lives with her parents in two rooms occupied by eight
people (including a married sister and her husband) for which $7,50 per
month is paid. She finished the fifth grade of a country school before
coming to Atlanta. She did not continue her school career in Atlanta be¬
cause she wanted to go to work. She reads only fairly ?i;ell. She has
never earned over $4,50 per week, Uurse-maid work is the only kind of
employment she has had. She has one previous court record of delinquency,
which occurred last year when she was arrested for fighting and fined
$27,50 or thirty days. She paid her fine. Her language is very poor and
it is difficult for her to express herself. This gang of girls of which
she is a member objects to any other girls coming into their neighborhood
at any time, especially on Saturdays and Sundays. They do not want them,
she says, "and when they come, we just pick fights with them and beat ’em
up," She has been identified with this gang for more than a year. Although
they have engaged in numerous quarrels and beatings of girls, this is the
first time she has been arrested for gang activity.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIOH
In this study the investigator has endeavored to free herself from
the unscientific tendency of attributing everything to a single cause and
from otherwise drawing unsafe conclusions* We have investigated all
probably sources and then dispassionately and rationally set the facts
down in relationship one to the other.
The investigator has discovered that in the majority of instances
the girls are arrested by a uniformed policeman and brought to the station
house in a police patrol. This in itself has a deleterious effect upon the
girl. After their arrival no attempt is made to segregate the girls
into groups at the station house. Then too, there is no sociological
handling of the Negro girl delinquent in the city of Atlanta,
The investigator has discovered that the Negro girl delinquent is the
result of her biological and social inheritance. The explanation of her de¬
linquency must be sought in a study of her family, her home, her environ¬
ment, her associates, her school career, her recreation, work, health,
mental development, intellectual capacity and mental attitude. In the
main, her entire past history must be investigated and the girl herself
studied. This study must be painstaking, minute, detailed, and thorough.
The majority of delinquent girls were married or had been married,
while only one of the non-delinquent girls had been married. The age at
which the marriage of the delinquent girls took place was very low, averag¬
ing thirteen years.
The lack of supervised recreation was very apparent. Not one of
the fifty delinquent girls had had contact with organized recreation.
Dancing was the chief form of recreation.
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So max^y factors have been involved in producing the delinquency,
and the factors are so complex, that generalizations as to causation
(from this study alone) are risky and vinsclentific. Causation in the
last analysis is just as complex as the factors involved.
As a result of this study, the investigator feels that an
improvement will involve the following;
1, Provisions for a normal home life, including decent
housing and living conditions,
2, A home not broken ty immoral or poverty-stricken
parents.
3, Adequate supervision and control of girls ty
parents, including supervision of healthful habits, hours of
recreation, and of intellectual and cultioral development,
4, Compulsory elementary school education through the
eighth grade,
5, More emphasis on healthful play and leisure time
activities; also provision for adequate playground and
recreational facillties.
6, Recognition on the part of the police of their
social and preventive ViTork as well as the protection of
society by the ^prehension of law breakers,
7, A police woman for young girls.
8, Socially minded coxxrt officials,
9, Probation officer attached to the court for investi¬
gations prior to trial, and for probationary oversight after
trial,
10, Mental and physical examination of all inmates.
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11. Keeping of social case records and histories.
12. A home of detention other than a jail for girls.
15. A public library with a children's department, with
branch or traveling libraries v/here the need is apparent.
14. Recognition of the fact that delinquency is a product
of complex conditions sind Influences in the community which
can be remedied.
This little study which appears so simple in its presentation
is actually a pioneer effort v/hlch has been made v/ith the hope of provid¬
ing a sounder basis for Investigating, studying, and coping with the prob-
✓
lem of delinquency among Negro Girls in the City of Atlanta.
APPESDrS
TABLE I
REPORT OF THE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1930
AGE, SEX AND COLOR OF PERSONS ARRESTED
■WHITE COLORED
Age Male Female Male Female Total
IE to 21 1,829 364 2,535 1,008 5,736
21 to 30 5,127 967 5,204 1,488 12,786
31 to 40 4,334 574 2,956 692 8,556
41 to 50 2,265 220 1,104 218 3,807
Over 60 1,205 78 611 86 1,980
14,760 2,203 12,410 3,492 32,865
■^Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1930.
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TABLE II
REPORT OF THE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1930
TVEITE MATRON’S REPORT
Pending from last report. 12
HThite females in custody* 1*491




Retiirned to parents or guardians*. 7
Sent to institutions 1
Pending at end of year... 20 2*108
*Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1930.
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TABLE III
REPORT OF THE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1930
COLORED MATRON’S REPORT
Pending from last report... 1
Colored females in custody 3,220
Cared for, no charge preferred, 117
Disposed of through Courts., 3,174
Released. 1S3
Returned to Parents or Guardians 25
Sent to Institutions 0
Pending at end of year 16 5,558
*Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1930.
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TABLE IV
REPORT OF TEE ATLAMTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1930
REPORT OF JUVENILE PROBATION OFFICERS




The following is ths annual report of the Probation Officers
detailed to the Fulton County Juvenile Court by the Police Department
of the City of Atlanta:
















*Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1930.
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TABLE V
REPORT OF THE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1931
AGE, SEX AND COLOR OF PERSONS ARRESTED
YIHITE COLORED
Age Male Female Male Female Total
16 to 20 2,376 441 2,948 1,203 6,968
21 to 30 6,686 1,185 6,239 1,905 16,015
31 to 40 6,018 778 3,701 762 11,259
41 to 50 2,982 295 1,278 199 4,754
Over 50 1,628 89 735 75 2,527
19,690 2,788 14,901 4,144 42,523
*Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1931,
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TABLE VI
REPORT OF TEE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT*
1931
REPORT OF JUVENILE PROBATION OFFICERS




The following is the report of the Probation Officers detailed
to the Fulton County Juvenile Court for the year 1931:
CHILDREN TRIED IN JUVENILE COURT





NEGLECTED AND DEPENDENT CASES
HThite Boys 169
IVhite Girls ,,,., 174
Negro Boys,.,,,.. 55
Negro Girls,,., 21 399





*Report of the Atlanta Police Department for 1931.
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TABLE VII
REPORT OF TEE ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT^
1931
COLORED MATRON’S REPORT
Pending from last report...«••••• 16
Colored females in custody... 5.728




Returned to Parents orGuardians...56
Pending at end ofyear.8 3.892

















3 Fighting Cutting Drunk Drunk Drvuik Arrested so
many times does
not remember
4 Murder Stabbed a girl
to death















































































































25 Drunk Drunk Drunk




ing in one rooin
27 Cutting Cutting TUfhiskey HVhiskey
28 Driink























































































now 18 yrs* old
coming to muni¬
cipal court









45 Fight i3ag Eight people fight¬
ing among them¬
selves



























FACTS CONCEEHING BIRTBPLACE, FAMILY ORGAUIZATION, RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION OF THE PARENTS FOR















Cases No. Cases No. Cases Noa
1 AbbevillefS.C. Eight Electrician L Father dead 10 1, 2, 3 1Never moved 21
2 Abbeville.S.C. Nineteen Contractor 2 Father dead 25 4, 5, 7 Once 4
3 McDonough Fifteen P.O.Clerk 3 Father dead 27 8, 9 Twice 4
4 Senora Thirteen Mechanic L5 Father deed 28 11, 12 Three times 9
5 Wintersville One Minister L6 Father dead 35 13, 17 Four times 4
6 Sparta Seventeen Cateress 19 Mother dead 42 18, 19 Five times 4
7 Atlanta Eighteen Cotton Sampler 27 Mother dead 45 21, 22 Six times 3
8 Atlanta Eighteen Carpenter 28 Mother dead 23, 24 Nine times 1
9 Atlanta Seventeen Tailor 50 Mother dead 27, 29
10 Greenville Six Contractor 54 Father dead 31, 32
11 Johnson City.Tenn. Sixteen Pharmacist 58 Father dead 36, 37
12 McDonough Five Cook 38, 39
13 Austell Seventeen Chauffeur 40, 42
14 Jackson Sixteen Porter 44, 49
15 Atlanta Nineteen Common laborer
16 Tocooa Sixteen Brickmason
17 Jasper City Twelve Physician
18 Atlanta Seventeen Mail carrier
19 Toccoa Six Waiter
20 Atlanta Seventeen Minister
21 Anniston,Ala. Seven Teacher
22 Shadydale Three Insurance Agent
23 Atlanta Fifteen Porter
24 Atlanta Nineteen Physician
25 Elberton Nine (months] Fanner
26 Atlanta Sixteen Brickmason
27 Monroe City Three Brickmason
28 Monroe City Three Contractor ♦Occupation of mother given in absence of fat]
FACTS CONCERNING BIRTHPLACE, FAMILY ORGANIZATION, RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION OF THE PARENTS FOR
THE FIFTY NON-DELINQUENT GIRLS (Continued)
Case
Ho,










29 Atlanta Seventeen Common Laborer
30 Thomasville Five Butler
31 Atlanta Seventeen Teacher
32 Atlanta Sixteen Undertaker
33 Milledgeville Seventeen Waiter
34 Jaokson,Miss, One Contractor
35 Vista One Housework
36 Atlanta Seventeen Brickmason
37 Winder Ten Contractor
38 Ashbum Twelve Waiter
39 Abbeville,S.C, Ten Porter
iO T/intersville Five Brickmason
41 Atlanta Twenty-two Cook
42 Atlanta Nineteen Butler
43 McDonough Seven Chauffeur
44 Austell Seventeen Minister
45 Jasper City Fourteen Cook
46 Anniston,Ala, Nine Common Laborer
47 Albany Twelve Brickmason
48 Elberton Seven Common Laborer
49 Milledgeville Ten Chauffeur
50 Atlanta Nineteen Contractor
♦Occupation of mother given in absence of father.
TABLE X







Cases No, Cases No, Cases No, Cases No,
5, 12, 28, 1 Father 16, 17, 29, 15, 25, 26,
36, 40, 42, 2 Father 31, 34, 35, 27, 33










































1 Newnan Cases No. 1 Fourteen
2 Newnan 6, 18, 20, 2 Since bat^’-hood
3 Greenville,S.C. 22, 29, 30, 3 Eight
4 Greenville,S.G. 43, 49 4 Three
5 Iilansvllle 5 Since childhood
7 Beauford 7 Twelve
8 Gainesville 8 Since babyhood
9 Avondale 9 Five
10 Pledment 10 Five
11 Richland 11 Five
12 Newnan 12 Five
13 West Point 13 Seven
14 Griffin 14 Six
15 Cordelle 15 Nine
16 Tlmel 16 Five
17 Macon 17 Since childhood
19 Decatur 19 Since babyhood
21 Newnan 21 One
23 Hampton 23 Does not know
24 Cochran 24 One and one half
25 Covington 25 Eight
26 Birmingham,Ala. 26 Seven
27 Locust Grove 27 Nine
28 Lithonia 28 Eleven
31 Macon 31 Ten
32 Ellaville 32 Eight (months)
33 Iron City 33 Two
34 Macon 34 Ten
35 LaGrange 35 Fifteen
36 Maxus 36 Eight
37 Crawford (county) 37 Three
38 Decatur 38 Since babyhood
39 Greensboro 39 Ten
40 Greensboro 40 Twelve
41 Elberton 41 Two
42 Wilson 42 Ten
44 Lithonia 44 Five
45 Lithonia 45 Five
46 Butts (coiinty) 46 One
47 Columbiis 47 Fifteen
48 Lithonia 48 Two
50 Augusta 50 Five
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TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEE PARENTS
OF THE NON-DELINQUENT GIRLS
Ceinnot read or‘nrite*... 3
Read and write 6
Fourth grade.*.. 2
Fifthgrade..*.**....*.2
Sixth grade*. ***.*....•..*•**••• 4
Eighthgrade.6
Ninthgrade.2
Tenth grade*.***.* .***.**•.*.. *.***.***«••** 2
Cos^leted high sohool**..*......**•.***.*.......«***....•* 12
Cos^leted industrialschool..4
First yearcollege...1
College graduates*.......••**..*... *•*.**•*•* 6
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